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Abstract 
Automatic mapping of buildings from remote sensing imagery is currently limited by insufficient detection accuracy. A recent 
technique that can largely promote the building detection accuracy is convolutional neural network, which is an important branch 
of deep learning and has substantially improved the state-of-the-art performance of image segmentation. A benchmark dataset 
bears significance in fair comparisons for further accelerating the development of building detection toward automatic mapping. 
However, several problems still remain in the current public datasets that address this task. First, although building detection is 
generally considered equivalent to extracting roof outlines, most datasets directly provide building footprints as ground truths for 
testing and evaluation; the challenges of these benchmarks are more complicated than roof segmentation, as relief displacement 
leads to varying degrees of misalignment between roof outlines and footprints. On the other hand, an image dataset should feature 
a large quantity and high spatial resolution to effectively train a high-performance deep learning model for accurate mapping of 
buildings. Unfortunately, the remote sensing community still lacks proper benchmark datasets that can simultaneously satisfy these 
requirements. In this paper, we present a new large-scale benchmark dataset termed Aerial Imagery for Roof Segmentation (AIRS). 
This dataset provides a wide coverage of aerial imagery with 7.5 cm resolution and contains over 220,000 buildings. The task 
posed for AIRS is defined as roof segmentation. We implement several state-of-the-art deep learning methods of semantic 
segmentation for performance evaluation and analysis of the proposed dataset. The results can serve as the baseline for future work. 
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1. Introduction 
Buildings, which serve as the most significant place for human livelihood, are a key element on digital mapping 
of urban areas. With the rapid urban development, tremendous efforts are continually allocated to creating and 
updating location information of buildings for various fields, such as urban planning, land investigation, change 
detection, and military reconnaissance. Aerial photogrammetry has been an effective technology for accurate mapping 
of buildings due to its capability for high-resolution imaging over large-scale areas. Unfortunately, automatic mapping 
of buildings is still limited by the insufficient detection/segmentation accuracy on aerial images. Most cases require 
considerable amounts of manual intervention. 
Recent progress in computer vision (CV) field indicates that, with support from sufficient computing power and 
large training datasets (Cordts et al., 2016; Deng et al., 2009; Everingham et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2014), deep learning 
techniques such as convolutional neural network (CNN) (LeCun et al., 1989) can substantially improve the 
performance of object detection and semantic segmentation from first-person or ground-level imagery (He et al., 2016; 
Krizhevsky et al., 2012). This condition strongly suggests that deep learning will play a critical role in promoting the 
accuracy of building detection toward practical applications of automatic mapping; thus, a publicly available dataset 
is significant for fair comparisons to accelerate the development of this research field. However, although several 
public datasets address building detection, and numerous existing studies use these datasets for experiments, critical 
problems remain because of the following reasons: 
(1) In digital orthophoto maps (DOMs), the relief displacement caused by imperfect rectification leads to varying 
misalignment between the roof outlines and footprints of buildings. As a result, training a model to directly learn the 
pattern of building footprints will increase the difficulty for effective feature representation. For low buildings, 
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detecting footprints is roughly equivalent to extracting roof outlines, whereas for most high buildings, the task can be 
more complicated due to remarkable misalignment. Although adopting true DOMs (TDOMs) can theoretically 
eliminate the influence of relief displacement, other problems associated with TDOM generation may create barriers 
for accurate roof segmentation. Fig. 4 provides additional details on this issue. 
(2) An image dataset requires two necessary conditions to effectively train a high-performance deep learning model 
for accurate building mapping: a) a wide coverage and large quantity of data and b) high spatial resolution of images. 
However, the remote sensing (RS) community still lacks proper benchmark datasets that can simultaneously satisfy 
these requirements. Therefore, a specific dataset that focuses on advancing the development of automatic building 
mapping should be created.
To address the above-mentioned issues, we present a new large-scale benchmark dataset named Aerial Imagery 
for Roof Segmentation (AIRS). The proposed dataset provides a large quantity of aerial imagery with 7.5 cm 
resolution and covers almost all of Christchurch City in New Zealand with about 457 km2 of land and over 220,000 
buildings. The task posed for AIRS is defined as roof segmentation, and it is entirely unaffected by relief displacement. 
Our contributions can be summarized as follows: (1) After refinement of the open-source data released by Land 
Information of New Zealand (LINZ)1, we construct a large-scale aerial image dataset containing accurate roof outline 
annotations. Compared with other existing works, the presented dataset concentrates more on testing the capability of 
algorithms in precisely segmenting building roofs; such capability is significant for practical application of automatic 
mapping in the future. (2) Several state-of-the-art semantic segmentation methods based on deep learning models, 
with performance evaluation and comparison, are implemented and applied on our dataset; these methods can serve 
as the baseline results for future work. The dataset is now publicly available, and an online leaderboard is also 
presented to evaluate the results submitted by researchers2. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related previous works. Section 3 
introduces the AIRS dataset. Section 4 describes the baseline methods. Section 5 presents and discusses the evaluation 
and comparison results for those methods. Section 6 draws the study conclusions. 
2. Previous work 
2.1. Related datasets 
The ImageNet dataset (Deng et al., 2009), which provides over 14 million labeled images containing 22,000 
categories, has enabled an early breakthrough in applying deep learning algorithms for object recognition in the CV 
field. This dataset was originally designed for image classification, which requires the algorithms to determine the 
presence of particular objects in an image. Subsequently, other large-scale datasets, such as SUN (Xiao et al., 2010), 
PASCAL VOC (Everingham et al., 2010), KITTI (Geiger et al., 2012), Microsoft COCO (Lin et al., 2014), and 
Cityscapes (Cordts et al., 2016), have been introduced and successfully used for recognition tasks, such as object 
detection and pixel-level and instance-level semantic segmentation. On the other hand, as many studies focused on 
detection of single category, other public datasets have been created for popular challenges, such as face detection 
(Huang et al., 2007) or pedestrian detection (Dollár et al., 2012). 
The above CV datasets are mainly created for understanding first-person or ground-level images. In comparison, 
aerial or satellite imagery in the RS field offers a different perspective. Thus, the features learned from the ground-
based imagery to RS data are difficult to generalize and apply. To create large-scale datasets specific for RS 
applications, various attempts have been first made for RS scene/image classification with satellite data. UC-Merced 
dataset (Yang and Newsam, 2010) is one of the earliest satellite datasets; it consists of 21 categories and 100 images 
per category. The images are organized as small patches of 256×256 pixels with roughly 30 cm resolution and are 
then used for scene classification. Afterward, other similar datasets, such as WHU-RS (Hu et al., 2015), RSSCN7 
(Zou et al., 2015), AID (Xia et al., 2017), NWPU-RESISC45 (Cheng et al., 2017), and PatternNet (Zhou et al., 2018), 
which are mostly collected from Google Earth imagery, have been released in succession for this task. The Functional 
Map of the World is currently the largest public satellite dataset for RS scene classification (Christie et al., 2017); it 
not only offers over 1,000,000 images containing 63 categories but also provides metadata and revisit images for 
temporal reasoning of areas located around the world. 
Creating a large-scale dataset for semantic labeling, which is another major topic in photogrammetry and RS, is 
more difficult than scene classification, as pixel-level annotation is required for ground-truth production. A previous 
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significant dataset used on this task is the ISPRS urban classification and building reconstruction benchmark 
(Rottensteiner et al., 2012), which contains aerial imagery and airborne laser-scanning point clouds for detection of 
roads, buildings and trees. Later on, this benchmark has been updated and extended for purposes where a 2D semantic 
labeling contest is organized by providing TDOMs and the corresponding digital surface models (DSMs) derived 
from dense matching techniques3. On the other hand, considering the difficulty of making full annotation for large-
scale imagery, many public datasets create benchmarks that only concern buildings or roads, in which the most similar 
work to ours includes the Massachusetts Buildings Dataset (Mnih, 2013), the Inria Aerial Image Labeling Dataset 
(Maggiori et al., 2017c), and the SpaceNet Dataset adopted in the recent DeepGlobe challenge (Demir et al., 2018). 
Section 3.3 provides a detailed comparison between AIRS and these closely related datasets. 
2.2. CNN and building detection 
Building detection from optical RS imagery has drawn considerable attention over the decades. Prior to deep 
learning, much of the work in this field is conducted by first extracting features, such as strong edge, shape design, 
roof color, shadow evidence, local context, or their combination, based on specific knowledge about building rooftops 
and then applying techniques, such as template matching (Sirmacek and Unsalan, 2009), mathematical morphology 
(Huang and Zhang, 2012; Zhang et al., 2016), active contours (Ahmadi et al., 2010; Liasis and Stavrou, 2016), graph-
based methods (Li et al., 2017; Ok, 2013), random forest (Du et al., 2015), and support vector machine (Inglada, 2007; 
Turker and Koc-San, 2015) for building detection. In spite of achieving important advances, successful application of 
these methods is mostly at the cost of a careful manual design of the features and is largely based on prior knowledge 
and human experience. However, considering the complexity and variety of building shapes, roof surfaces, imaging 
conditions, and the spatial context, the performance of these methods can easily be limited to certain building shapes, 
specific regions, and high-quality initial segmentation results by applying low-level hand-crafted features. 
CNNs are an important branch of deep learning, and they have been increasingly applied in building detection or 
semantic segmentation from RS imagery due to their capability of extracting high-dimensional and highly 
discriminative features without manual design. The early applications are usually performed under a patch-based 
CNN architecture (Alshehhi et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2017, 2016; Vakalopoulou et al., 2015). In this strategy, the CNN 
model labels every pixel by classifying the image patch centered on that pixel with a sliding window, which leads to 
extensive overlapping computations for an image in the training and test phases. Therefore, when dealing with large-
scale datasets, the efficiency of these approaches can be significantly affected by the heavy computation cost. 
Fully convolutional network (FCN) largely improves the efficiency by transforming the fully connected layers in 
classic CNN into convolutional layers (Long et al., 2015). FCN provides an end-to-end learning framework for image 
semantic segmentation. In this framework, instead of predicting a single label for an input patch, a label map is 
generated to achieve pixel-to-pixel classification. By far, FCNs have been successfully applied in building detection 
from aerial and satellite imagery (Maggiori et al., 2017a; Shrestha and Vanneschi, 2018). Previous comparative results 
on semantic segmentation verify the advantage of FCN over the standard patch-based strategy in terms of accuracy 
and efficiency (Volpi and Tuia, 2017). 
Following the fully convolutional fashion, several CNN models under the bottom-up/top-down architecture, such 
as U-Net (Ronneberger et al., 2015), DeconvNet (Noh et al., 2015), SharpMask (Pinheiro et al., 2016), SegNet 
(Badrinarayanan et al., 2017), and feature pyramid network (FPN) (Lin et al., 2016), have been proposed to further 
improve the performance of image segmentation in the CV field. In general, the development of these models is 
motivated by the reduced spatial information of the input image after going through several convolution and pooling 
layers. This reduction can give rise to boundary blur or insufficient edge accuracy of segmentation results. Therefore, 
in the bottom-up/top-down architecture, the feature map with reduced spatial information is fed into a progressive 
upsampling process rather than directly used for prediction, and lateral connections are applied on feature maps at 
different scales to preserve the semantic and spatial information. 
The above advances in CV inspire new attempts on building detection and image segmentation from RS imagery. 
The latest work includes explicit multi-scale feature fusion (Maggiori et al., 2017b) and multi-constraints on additional 
predictions (Wu et al., 2018) based on the bottom-up/top-down architecture for building detection as well as explicit 
encoding of equivariance in classic CNN (Marcos et al., 2018) or applying multi-task learning based on the 
hypercolumn architectures (Volpi and Tuia, 2018) for semantic segmentation. Under this background, we implement 
three deep learning models that utilizes multi-scale feature fusion in different strategies as the baseline methods for 
the AIRS benchmark. 
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3. AIRS Dataset 
3.1. Reason for focusing on roof segmentation 
In practical terms, building footprint is the final product that can be used for various applications. However, for 
human visual systems, roof outline is the key pattern needed for building recognition. As shown in Fig. 1, building 
footprints can be produced from aerial imagery through human editing via two common methods. The first method is 
stereo mapping from overlapping image pairs; this method can extract relatively accurate footprints with elevation 
information. The other method extracts 2D footprints from DOMs in an approximate manner: the annotator first draws 
the roof outline and then moves the outline to align with the visible edges of the footprint. Importantly, these methods 
both rely on accurate annotation of the roof shape. Directly extracting the footprint without drawing the roof outline 
in advance will cause difficulties for humans. Therefore, we believe that extracting roof outlines can be a significant 
step for automatic mapping of buildings, as roof segmentation is not only a more straightforward learning task with 
less difficulty but is also more consistent with human-like interpretation mechanism. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Manual editing methods to produce building footprints from (a) original stereo-image pairs and (b) DOMs. 
3.2. Data acquisition and refinement 
Fig. 2 displays the study area of the AIRS dataset. The area of interest (AOI) covers about 457 km2, including 
almost the full area of Christchurch, the largest city in the South Island of New Zealand. The aerial imagery and the 
corresponding building map are open-source data provided by LINZ Data Service. The photographs were captured 
during the flying seasons of 2015 and 2016, and the open-source images were ortho-rectified DOMs with RGB 
channels and 7.5 cm resolution in the projection of New Zealand Transverse Mercator. The building footprints, which 
are stored as 2D polygons in a shapefile, were produced in June 2016 by manual annotation. 
 
Fig. 2. Geolocation of the proposed AIRS dataset. The white polygon indicates the AOI. All the annotated buildings for benchmarking are 
highlighted in red. 
Several annotators are hired to scan and refine all the building outlines within the AOI to provide reliable ground 
truths for roof segmentation experiment. A large part of the work involves moving the footprints back to the roofs 
when significant misalignment can be observed, as shown in Fig. 3. The original shapefile included numerous false 
annotations (probably generated from different data source). These samples are removed during refinement. We check 
(a) (b) 
the whole study area at least twice. We cooperate with the team of WHU building dataset (Ji et al., 2018) to finish the 
annotation work. After refinement, we create a relatively pure ground-truth dataset, which contains 226,342 buildings, 
for roof segmentation. 
  
Fig. 3. Building outlines before and after refinement, denoted by red and cyan colors, respectively. The refinement work includes: (a) moving the 
footprint back to roof outline and (b) removal of false annotations. 
3.3. Comparison between AIRS and the current datasets 
Table 1 presents the comparison of the statistics between the proposed AIRS dataset and the four closely related 
datasets. The comparison shows that ISPRS Dataset features a relatively small coverage, which limits its applicability 
for training high-performance deep learning models. The Massachusetts, Inria, and SpaceNet datasets cover large 
areas. However, the images provided by these datasets exhibit a relatively lower resolution than those of AIRS (≥ 30 
cm vs. 7.5 cm). Although lower resolution will cause no significant influence on the object-level recognition of 
building targets, it will significantly affect the performance of high-precision mapping, especially for small buildings. 
In addition, the Massachusetts dataset directly adopts the OpenStreetMap (Haklay and Weber, 2008) labels as ground 
truths, which may bring considerable noises (i.e., incorrect or missing annotations) caused by crowdsourcing. 
Table 1. Comparison between AIRS and current state-of-the-art benchmarks 
Dataset ISPRS Massachusetts Inria SpaceNet AIRS (ours) 
Location Vaihingen/Potsdam Massachusetts 
10 regions in USA 
and Austria 
5 cities around 
the world 
Christchurch 
Data Type CIR/IRRGB + DSM RGB RGB 8-band imagery RGB 
Target of Segmentation 6 land-cover classes building building building, road building 
Coverage (km2) 1.4/3.4 340 810 5,555 457 
Resolution (cm) 9/5 100 30 30~50 7.5 
OpenStreetMap Labels - yes - - - 
TDOM yes - - - - 
Refined to Roof Outline - - - - yes 
Another noteworthy problem is that the four related datasets provide footprints rather than roof outlines as ground 
truths. Although many building roofs appear consistent with their footprints in aerial imagery, for high buildings or 
small view-elevation angle, significant misalignment can occur (see Figs. 4a, 4b), presenting complicated patterns for 
learning by a model. Therefore, providing footprints will increase the difficulty and complexity of training effective 
models for accurate building mapping. The ISPRS dataset provides TDOMs rectified with dense-matching DSM. 
Thus, misalignment can be partially resolved. However, the errors of dense matching may cause notable texture 
distortion at building boundaries (see Figs. 4c, 4d). Considering that edge information is useful for building outline 
extraction, this dataset may be unsuitable for developing algorithms toward automatic building mapping. 
(a) (b) 
    
Fig. 4. Samples of current state-of-the-art public datasets for building detection. (a) and (b) show the misalignment between roof outlines and 
footprints in Inria Aerial Image Labeling and SpaceNet datasets, respectively; (c) and (d) show the texture distortion of building boundaries in 
Vaihingen and Potsdam in ISPRS dataset, respectively. 
3.4. Splits of dataset 
All the aerial images within the AOI are first merged into a single mosaic and then tiled into smaller images for 
better handling. The tiled images feature a size of 10000 × 10000 pixels, with a 10% overlap between adjacent tiles. 
As a result, the whole region is tiled into 1047 images. To facilitate research, as shown in Fig. 5, we split the dataset 
by randomly assigning the images to the following three subsets: 
• Training set. This set contains 857 images and the corresponding roof labels for training. 
• Validation set. This set contains 94 images and the corresponding roof labels for validation. 
• Test set. This set contains 96 images for benchmark testing. Currently, for fair comparison, the corresponding 
roof labels are not disclosed. They will be used for evaluating the results submitted to the public challenge 
centered on the AIRS dataset. 
   
Fig. 5. Geographical distribution of images in: (a) training set, (b) validation set, and (c) test set of AIRS dataset. 
4. Baselines and methods 
Several state-of-the-art deep learning models are implemented as the baseline methods for benchmarking. ResNet 
is currently a commonly-used architecture in object recognition, as it allows effective training of very deep neural 
networks. Moreover, the architecture of ResNet has been proven powerful in feature extraction for RS images (Kaiser 
et al., 2017; Kemker et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2018); thus, in AIRS challenge, the ResNet-101 (He 
et al., 2016) is adopted as the base structure for the three baseline methods applied on roof segmentation. 
4.1. FPN 
We first select FPN as a typical model of the bottom-up/top-down architecture and the first baseline method in our 
work. As shown in Fig. 6, FPN extends the classic ResNet architecture by progressively upsampling the feature map 
at different spatial scales, creating an in-network feature pyramid. Hence, the model can be considered the 
combination of a bottom-up structure (the ResNet-101) and a top-down structure, in which several lateral connections 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
(a) (b) (c) 
are applied to merge the feature maps of the same spatial size from the two structures. The lateral connection aims to 
combine high-resolution, semantically weak features from the bottom-up structure with low-resolution, semantically 
strong features from the top-down structure to create semantically strong feature maps with high resolution. What 
follows the final feature map is an inference structure, which is used to generate prediction results for each pixel of 
the input image. 
 
Fig. 6. Architecture of FPN. 
4.2. FPN with Multi-Scale Feature Fusion (MSFF) 
The plain FPN architecture creates feature maps at different spatial scales. However, only a single feature map is 
used for prediction. Other studies have demonstrated that explicitly fusing multi-scale features can improve the 
performance of image segmentation (Chen et al., 2016; Hariharan et al., 2015; Marmanis et al., 2018); thus, in the 
second baseline method, we extend the plain FPN by fusing the feature maps on different scales for prediction. This 
extended version is denoted as FPN with MSFF (FPN+MSFF). As shown in Fig. 7, the feature maps on four different 
scales from the top-down structure of FPN are rescaled to the same spatial dimension and summed up to generate a 
new feature map for prediction. 
 
Fig. 7. Architecture of the FPN + MSFF. 
4.3. Pyramid Scene Parsing Network (PSPNet) 
The third baseline method is PSPNet (Zhao et al., 2017), which is one of the state-of-the-art deep learning models 
for semantic image segmentation. In comparison with FPN, which mainly exploits local multi-scale information, 
PSPNet focuses more on exploring global information in different scales. To enhance the representation of context 
information among different sub-regions, PSPNet applies a pyramid pooling module on the feature map generated by 
ResNet to create pooled feature maps at different levels. These features are then merged and used for prediction. 
As shown in Fig. 8, the PSPNet applied on AIRS challenge follows its original design. The pyramid pooling module 
features four levels with different bin sizes and appended to the feature map of ResNet-101. A 1×1 convolutional 
layer is applied on each pyramid level to reduce its dimension to a fixed depth. The sum of the channels of the four 
levels is set to be equal to the dimension of the original feature map. Afterward, all the pooled feature maps are 
upsampled to the same size of the original feature map. The five feature maps are then concatenated as the final 
pooling feature, which is followed by an inference structure for prediction. 
 Fig. 8. Architecture of PSPNet. 
4.4. Implementation Details 
Table 2 shows the detailed architectures of the three baseline methods for AIRS challenge. The outputs of Conv1, 
Conv2, Conv3, Conv4, and Conv5 are denoted as C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5, respectively. The feature maps in the feature 
pyramid corresponding to C2, C3, C4, and C5 are P2, P3, P4, and P5, respectively. P2 is the final feature map of FPN for 
prediction. For FPN+MSFF, the final feature map is the fusion result of P2, P3, P4, and P5. For PSPNet, the pooled 
feature maps PO1, PO2, PO3, and PO4 are first generated from C5 by pyramid pooling. Then, the final feature map is 
created by concatenating C5 and the four pooled feature maps. The three models share the same inference structure 
that generates the probability map in a fully convolutional fashion. The final roof segmentation result in the form of 
a binary map is obtained from the probability map using a threshold of 0.5. 
For each convolutional layer of the models, a batch normalization (BN) layer (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) is applied 
after the convolution operation; then, the BN output is further handled by the nonlinear activation function of the 
rectified linear unit (Nair and Hinton, 2010). All the upsampling operations are performed via bilinear interpolation. 
Table 2. Configurations of the three baseline deep learning models for AIRS challenge.  
Layer/Module Output Name Output Size FPN FPN+MSFF PSPNet 
Conv1 C1 201×201 7×7, 64, stride 2 
Conv2_x C2 101×101 
3×3 max pool, stride 2 
[
1×1, 64
3×3, 64
1×1, 256
]×3 
Conv3_x * C3 51×51 [
1×1, 128
3×3, 128
1×1, 512
]×4 
Conv4_x * C4 
26×26 
(51×51) 
[
1×1, 256
3×3, 256
1×1, 1024
]×23 
Conv5_x * C5 
13×13 
(51×51) 
[
1×1, 512
3×3, 512
1×1, 2048
]×3 
Conv6 P5 13×13 1×1, 256 
- 
Lateral4 P4 26×26 
C4 ~ (1×1, 256); P5 ~ upsample 
sum 
Lateral3 P3 51×51 
C3 ~ (1×1, 256); P4 ~ upsample 
sum 
Lateral2 
P2 
(Final Feature of FPN) 
101×101 
C2 ~ (1×1, 256); P3 ~ upsample 
sum 
Fusion 
Final Feature of 
FPN+MSFF 
201×201 - 
P2 ~ (3×3, 256), upsample; 
P3 ~ (3×3, 256), upsample; 
P4 ~ (3×3, 256), upsample; 
P5 ~ (3×3, 256), upsample 
- 
sum 
Pyramid Pool PO1, PO2, PO3, PO4 
  1×1, 2×2, 
  3×3, 6×6 
- 
max pool 
1×1, 256 
Concat Final Feature of PSPNet 51×51 
C5; (PO1~PO4) ~ upsample 
concatenate 
Inference Probability 401×401 
3×3, 512 
dropout 
1×1, 2; upsample; softmax 
* For FPN and FPN+MSFF, the feature map is downsampled with a stride of 2 by Conv3_1, Conv4_1, and Conv5_1; for PSPNet, following the 
original implementation, no downsampling is performed in these layers. 
We implement the three baseline methods using the public platform TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016) on a 64-bit 
Ubuntu system equipped with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU. The tiled images of AIRS are further divided 
into small crops to feed into the models. Considering the limited memory on the GPU cards, crop size is set as 401×401 
pixels, and the batch size for training is set as 2. We initialize the ResNet-101 structure with the publicly available 
pretrained model (He et al., 2016). The weights of additional parameters are initialized using the standard Gaussian 
normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 0.01. We use a weight decay of 0.0001 and a 
momentum of 0.95 (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). Furthermore, standard data augmentation, including flipping, scaling, 
random color, and rotation, is applied to resist overfitting. 
We use the union of training set and validation set of AIRS (951 images in total) to train and report results on the 
96 images of the test set. Each model is trained end-to-end by mini-batch stochastic gradient descent and 
backpropagation algorithms (LeCun et al., 1989) for approximately 2 weeks. The numbers of iterations for PSPNet, 
FPN, and FPN+MSFF are 696K, 532K, and 516K, respectively, which are inversely proportional to the complexity 
of the models. During training, the initial learning rate is set as 0.001, which decreases by 10 times at 300K. To reduce 
random variations for each baseline method, the median error of the last five models with 10K iteration interval (e.g., 
PSPNet models at 656K, 666K, 676K, 686K, and 696K) is reported for comparison (Goyal et al., 2017). 
5. Results and discussion 
5.1. Overall evaluation 
The evaluation metrics of intersection over union (IoU) (Jaccard, 1912) and F1-score (Powers, 2011) are used to 
reflect the overall performance of the baseline methods. On the other hand, precision and recall, which indicate the 
correctness and completeness of the roof segmentation results, respectively, are also adopted for evaluation. As shown 
in Table 3, we first evaluate the segmentation results of all images in the test set as a whole for each method. 
Table 3. Evaluation of the three baseline methods for all the test images in AIRS 
Method IoU F1-score Precision Recall 
FPN 0.882 0.937 0.963 0.913 
FPN+MSFF 0.888 0.941 0.958 0.924 
PSPNet 0.899 0.947 0.961 0.933 
 
In general, the three baseline methods achieve good performance with IoU and F1-score higher than 0.88 and 0.93, 
respectively. Considering the large quantity and random distribution of the test data (96 images, each with 
10000×10000 pixels), the complexity and variety of the dataset can be well managed by very deep neural networks 
on roof segmentation. 
Among the three methods, PSPNet yields the highest IoU and F1-score. Results show similar performances of the 
three models in suppressing false positives. The advantage of PSPNet over the two versions of FPN mainly lies in the 
completeness of segmentation results. On the other hand, FPN+MSFF slightly outperforms FPN by achieving high 
recall, which shows that multi-scale feature fusion can improve the performance of models in completeness of the 
detected roofs. 
Also note that the final feature map of PSPNet for prediction has the lowest spatial resolution (51×51 pixels, one-
eighth of the input size), which indicates that the architecture design of the network plays a more important role in 
promoting segmentation performance rather than simply improving the resolution of the feature map through lateral 
connection and upsampling. 
5.2. Detailed analysis 
As shown in Fig. 9, representative images are selected from the test set to further analyze the performance of the 
baseline methods in different types of regions. Specifically, (a) is a residential area with densely distributed houses; 
(b) is the central business area of the city, with many irregular buildings around a large square; (c) is a typical industrial 
area, including many factory buildings at both sides of the railways; (d) is a complex area, which contains factories, 
government buildings, schools, and residential houses; and (e) is a village area with large vegetation coverage and 
few houses. 
The baseline methods perform differently in different areas. In residential and village areas (Figs. 9a, 9e), building 
roofs can be mostly well segmented by the three methods, and most of the vegetation area can be excluded correctly. 
In these areas, high accuracy can be achieved by the three methods probably due to the consistency and regularity of 
roof size and shape. However, no improvement is reported by the MSFF strategy over the plain FPN. In the central 
business area (Fig. 9b), although PSPNet slightly outperforms the two FPNs, all the methods perform poorly mainly 
because of low recall. A possible explanation is that the roof surfaces in this area exhibit more complex patterns, 
especially for buildings with irregular shapes or small parts stacking on the major structure. In the industrial area (Fig. 
9c), most factory buildings are well detected, and few railroad cars are mistaken. The performance difference among 
the methods is mainly caused by their recall capability (0.889 vs. 0.901 vs. 0.930), which is evidently reflected in the 
segmentation of the two large buildings in the image. The results in the complex area (Fig. 9d) validate our findings 
in other areas: for most residential houses with regular shapes and smooth roof surfaces, all the methods can achieve 
high segmentation accuracy; for industrial areas, especially large factory buildings, PSPNet outperforms the FPNs by 
detecting more complete structures, whereas FPN+MSFF presents a slightly improved performance compared with 
the plain FPN. 
Test area FPN FPN+MSFF PSPNet 
    
Residential area I = 0.892; F = 0.943; P = 0.965; R = 0.922 I = 0.891; F = 0.943; P = 0.958; R = 0.927 I = 0.894; F = 0.944; P = 0.962; R = 0.927 
    
Central business area I = 0.683; F = 0.812; P = 0.920; R = 0.726 I = 0.681; F = 0.810; P = 0.933; R = 0.717 I = 0.713; F = 0.833; P = 0.908; R = 0.769 
    
Industrial area I = 0.869; F = 0.930; P = 0.975; R = 0.889 I = 0.884; F = 0.938; P = 0.979; R = 0.901 I = 0.909; F = 0.952; P = 0.976; R = 0.930 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
    
Complex area I = 0.871; F = 0.931; P = 0.964; R = 0.900 I = 0.889; F = 0.941; P = 0.961; R = 0.922 I = 0.910; F = 0.953; P = 0.963; R = 0.943 
    
Village area I = 0.898; F = 0.946; P = 0.948; R = 0.945 I = 0.872; F = 0.932; P = 0.908; R = 0.956 I = 0.897; F = 0.945; P = 0.943; R = 0.948 
Fig. 9. Evaluation of the baseline methods in different areas. The yellow, red, blue, and white pixels of the evaluation maps represent the prediction 
results of true positives, false positives, false negatives, and true negatives, respectively. The values of I, F, P, and R refer to the evaluation results 
of IoU, F1-score, precision, and recall metrics for the whole image, respectively. 
Fig. 10 shows typical scenarios where remarkable differences in the three methods can be observed. Specifically, 
for the building centered in (a), the two FPNs fail to segment the composite structure as a single object, whereas 
PSPNet achieves better results by “linking” the three parts together. The building pointed by the arrow in (b) possesses 
a two-layer structure. The shadow cast by the high parts prevents FPN from detecting the roof completely, whereas 
the other two methods are not affected by the shadow. The facilities and shadow on top of the building in (c) provide 
the roof with a complicated pattern, leading to significant miss detection in the results of the two FPNs. By contrast, 
PSPNet can still roughly segment the whole roof. The building centered in (d) is a large factory (with a bounding box 
of about 1700×2500 pixels); therefore, it must be divided into several crops (each with 401×401 pixels) and processed 
separately for prediction. In this case, the two FPNs suffer from serious miss detection of the central part of the roof 
in varying degrees, whereas PSPNet outperforms them with less false negatives. (e) shows several residential 
buildings with multiple layers or irregular shapes, which create certain difficulties for the three methods. However, 
an advantage of PSPNet can still be observed: it shows better performance in suppressing false detection when the 
FPNs mix up the ground or grass with the roof (as pointed by the black arrows). PSPNet also shows better capability 
in correctly segmenting the unsmooth area on the roof pointed by the green arrow. 
As stated above, although the three methods exhibit close performances over the whole test area, for specific 
scenarios, PSPNet not only shows a certain advantage over the two FPNs in preserving the completeness of the roofs 
but also achieves better robustness to the irregularity and roughness of the roof surfaces. A possible explanation is 
that the pyramid pooling module in PSPNet aids the model in learning the context information of the input image, 
which reasonably leads to better global recognition of the building targets. 
Test area FPN FPN+MSFF PSPNet 
    
(d) 
(e) 
(a) 
    
    
    
    
Fig. 10. Typical scenarios that demonstrate the performance differences among the baseline methods. The yellow, red, blue, and white pixels of 
the evaluation maps represent the prediction results of true positives, false positives, false negatives, and true negatives, respectively. 
5.3. Areas for improvement 
The current segmentation performance of the baseline methods still requires considerable improvement. Fig. 11 
shows typical problems that have not been resolved. Occlusion of trees and shadows is one of the most representative 
problems, as shown in Fig. 11a. The baseline models cannot conduct human-like reasoning in these cases, thus 
preventing them from generating more practical segmentation results. Moreover, the models are easily confused by 
buildings under construction (Fig. 11b), although the surfaces of such objects usually present different patterns. In the 
central business area, when encountering buildings with complex roof surfaces or uncommon facilities on the top, the 
models can almost ignore the whole target (Fig. 11c) or omit the unsmooth area (Fig. 11d). On the other hand, surfaces 
presenting similar patterns with roofs, such as the square in Fig. 11d, can also be falsely detected. The last problem 
often occurs when processing large buildings. As shown in Fig. 11e, difficulty arises for extraction of global 
contextual information of the building due to the limited crop size. Hence, the smooth surface of the roof can be easily 
detected as roads or other negative samples. 
 
 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Test area FPN FPN+MSFF PSPNet 
    
    
    
    
    
Fig. 11. Main problems of the baseline methods for future improvement. The yellow, red, blue, and white pixels of the evaluation maps represent 
the prediction results of true positives, false positives, false negatives, and true negatives, respectively. 
The above problems provide at least two important directions for improvement. The first direction involves 
applying a generative adversarial network (Goodfellow et al., 2014) on the segmentation task to improve the reasoning 
capability of the models; thus, the complete structure can possibly be segmented even if the roof is not completely 
visible. The second involves conducting instance-aware segmentation (Dai et al., 2015) in different spatial scales; 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
thus, the deep learning models can extract and understand object-level contextual information efficiently, which will 
aid in detecting large buildings. In addition, expanding training samples for specific types of areas or buildings also 
bears significance in enhancing the generalization capability of the models. 
6. Conclusion 
In this work, we present a publicly available large-scale aerial dataset for developing and evaluating methods to 
advance the development of automatic building mapping. We conduct refinement on the open-source data to 
accurately align the polygons with roof outlines and remove false annotations and to provide reliable ground truths 
for roof segmentation experiment. Furthermore, three state-of-the-art deep learning methods, including two versions 
of FPNs and PSPNet, are implemented as the baseline methods for benchmarking. The evaluation verifies the high 
performance of the deep learning models on roof segmentation and also demonstrates the areas for future 
improvement. In the follow-up work, we will collect more high-resolution aerial imagery data from different regions 
around the world to enhance the variety of the current dataset. 
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